
Y4
Computing: 

Entering a digital world
 

By default all pupils are working at age related standards, so only those pupils that are working 
below and at depth need to be identified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEY IDEA SKILLS WORKING … INITIALS

Opening 
Slide

Create a presentation including  slides 
with animations and transition effects 
(ongoing). 
Edit digital content to improve it 
according to feedback (ongoing).

Below Age 
Related

Create a presentation with some support 
that includes slides with animations and 
transition effects. Make improvements 
according to feedback (ongoing).

At Age 
Related

Create a quality presentation including 
slides with animations and transition 
effects. Make improvements according to 
feedback (ongoing).

At Depth

Misconceptions

Self Image 
& Identity 

(1)

Explain how online identity can be 
different to the identity presented in real 
life and describe the right decisions 
about how to interact with others and 
how others perceive us.

Below Age 
Related

Identify some of the information that is 
important to keep private and discuss 
how an online identity can be different to 
the identity presented in real life.

At Age 
Related

Identify some of the information that is 
important to keep private and discuss 
with confidence how an online identity 
can be different to the identity presented 
in real life.

At Depth

Misconceptions

Self Image & 
Identity (2)

Explain how online identity can be 
different to the identity presented in real 
life and describe the right decisions 
about how to interact with others and 
how others perceive us.

Below Age 
Related

Identity information that can be found 
out from different character profiles.

At Age 
Related

Identity what can be found out from 
different character profiles and ask 
questions about the validity of the 
information.

At Depth

Misconceptions
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KEY IDEA SKILLS WORKING … INITIALS

Self Image 
& Identity 

(3)

Recognise the need to be careful before 
sharing anything online and only with 
people you can trust.

Below Age 
Related

Explain the importance of keeping 
certain information private online and 
say why you should only share with 
people you can trust.

At Age 
Related

Explain the importance of keeping 
certain information private online and 
give reasons why you should only share 
with people you can trust.

At Depth

Misconceptions

Managing 
Information, 
Privacy and 

Settings

Understand and give reasons why strong 
passwords are important and describe 
simple strategies for creating and 
keeping passwords private.

Below Age 
Related

Give reasons why strong passwords are 
important and describe simple strategies 
for creating and keeping passwords 
private.

At Age 
Related

Give reasons why strong passwords are 
important and describe strategies for 
creating and keeping passwords private.

At Depth

Misconceptions

Online 
Relationships 

(1)

Understand the different types of social 
media platforms and how they are used 
for communication.

Below Age 
Related

Understand the different types of social 
media platforms and how they are used 
for communication.

At Age 
Related

Understand the different types of social 
media platforms explain the different 
strengths of each for communication.

At Depth

Misconceptions
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KEY IDEA SKILLS WORKING … INITIALS

Online 
Relationships 

(2)

Explain why you need to think carefully 
about how content you post might affect 
others, their feelings and how it may 
affect how others feel about them (their 
reputation).

Below Age 
Related

Explain why real life behaviour should be 
extended into online behaviour.

At Age 
Related

Explain why real life behaviour should be 
extended into online behaviour and how 
content can affect others and their 
reputation.

At Depth

Misconceptions

Online 
Bullying

Explain what bullying is and describe 
how people may bully others.

Below Age 
Related

Explain what cyberbullying is and 
describe how people may bully others.

At Age 
Related

Explain what cyberbullying is, describe 
how people may bully others and 
understand how sometimes it can be 
done unintentionally.

At Depth

Misconceptions


